
MERCHANDISE BUYER
With apparel & tech design experience.

Part-Time position for The Courageous Brand

WHO ARE WE?

The Courageous Brand is a retail and education company focused on instilling
courage and confidence in the girls of our future. We believe that we rise by lifting
each other up. Our movement focuses on building momentum around women
supporting women and instilling this in girls from the start. We are a small team of
passionate women based on the East Coast but have employees nationwide as we
are a fully virtual company.

Our Courage Collection comprises of jewelry, apparel, and accessories for women
and girls. These retail pieces are on-trend, and powerful compliments to any
wardrobe to help women and young girls look and feel great while spreading our
mission and making a difference. When you buy from our product line, you are
subscribing to your very own subscription to courage and telling the world that you
believe in yourself. Our products are sourced sustainably and responsibly made to
reduce our water, energy, and pesticide usage as well as our carbon footprint. We
want to work towards a better tomorrow, courageously. 

ABOUT THIS POSITION

We are looking for a competent merchandise buyer to assist in the design,
selection, and purchase of products on behalf of the company. This position will be
part-time for up to 20 hours a week. The role is vital to our success since our
business is centered around our online apparel and jewelry shop. Our Merchandise
Buyer will also act as the liaison between our team and the factory. 

The quality and design of our products are of utmost importance to the brand, as
well as sustainably sourced products. The ideal candidate must be a dedicated and
responsible individual with great attention to detail and market trends. As a retail
buyer, you will also need to negotiate with suppliers to secure competitive prices.

The goal is to ensure that the business will always have adequate stock that meets
its requirements. That way we can deliver value to our customers through high-
quality products and facilitate sustainable growth.
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RESPONSIBILITIES

Identify and track consumer and industry trends to determine what products
should be produced and sold. 
Evaluate sales to establish fulfillment needs. 
Evaluate supplier options according to prices, quality, etc. and determine the best
choices.
Ensure the timely delivery of products and compliance with the contracts of
purchase.
Create reports on sales, budgets and customer satisfaction and adjust your
strategies accordingly.
Forge and maintain trust relationships with suppliers to promote fair dealing.
Build tech packs/cads, measure and provide garment/jewelry details to the
factory.
Sample & final product quality assurance.

 

DESIRED SKILLS & EXPERIENCE

1-5 years of experience in the fashion/retail industry with a concentration in
product development/merchandise buying.
Proficient in Photoshop, Illustrator, Excel.
Ability to build tech packs, understand garment specifications.
Experience with import design & overseas factory communication.
Fully proficient in trim details, fabric details, color specifications

 


